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Map-aided annotation for pole base detection
Benjamin Missaoui1 Maxime Noizet1 Philippe Xu1

Abstract—For autonomous navigation, high definition maps
are a widely used source of information. Pole-like features
encoded in HD maps such as traffic signs, traffic lights or
streetlights can be used as landmarks for localization. For this
purpose, they first need to be detected by the vehicle using
its embedded sensors. While geometric models can be used to
process 3D point clouds retrieved by lidar sensors, modern image-
based approaches rely on deep neural network and therefore
heavily depend on annotated training data. In this paper, a 2D
HD map is used to automatically annotate pole-like features in
images. In the absence of height information, the map features
are represented as pole bases at the ground level. We show how
an additional lidar sensor can be used to filter out occluded
features and refine the ground projection. We also demonstrate
how an object detector can be trained to detect a pole base. To
evaluate our methodology, it is first validated with data manually
annotated from semantic segmentation and then compared to our
own automatically generated annotated data recorded in the city
of Compiègne, France.
Erratum: In the original version [1], an error occurred in the
accuracy evaluation of the different models studied and the
evaluation method applied on the detection results was not
clearly defined. In this revision, we offer a rectification to
this segment, presenting updated results, especially in terms
of Mean Absolute Errors (MAE).

I. INTRODUCTION

High definition (HD) maps provide a rich prior knowledge
to automated navigation systems. Many different types of
information are encoded in HD maps, often organized in
layers. The road topology layer helps decision-making and
motion planning while the features layer can be used for
localization. For the latter, there are various kinds of HD maps.

One type of maps consists in low-level features such as
point clouds or image-based key points/frames. These types
of maps are often constructed from a SLAM perspective and
their use may be restricted to the use of sensors similar to the
ones employed during the mapping phase. Another constraint
comes from the scalability of such maps as they are often
heavy in terms of storage. However, one main advantage is
that the mapped features being essentially geometric, the map
can be constructed with a low level of human intervention.

Another type of maps consists in so-called vector map,
which encodes features at a higher semantic level. The features
are typically road infrastructure such as traffic signs, traffic
lights, road markings or sometimes building footprints. The
geometry of these features are often vectorized in 2D with
geometric primitives such as points and lines. This enables
these maps to be relatively light and can be easily scaled up
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Fig. 1: HD map of the city of Compiègne, France, containing
generic pole-like elements such as traffic signs, bollards or
street lights.

at a city level. Contrary to the previous case, these maps often
require a higher amount of intervention from a human operator
and could be harder to update automatically.

In this work, we consider only vector maps as they are
sensor agnostic and could be provided in generic frameworks
such as OpenStreetMap. The information encoded by road
features such as traffic signs and traffic lights can be used
for navigation but the knowledge of their spatial position can
also be used for localization purposes. More generally, all
georeferenced features can serve as landmarks to estimate the
vehicle pose. To do so, the vehicle needs to be able to perceive
these features from its own embedded sensors. Fig. 1 shows an
HD map of the city of Compiègne, France, containing several
types of point features such as traffic signs or traffic lights
among others.

Lidars and cameras are the most common sensors used
in the field of intelligent vehicles. Image-based methods
for object detection or semantic segmentation have seen a
tremendous improvement in past years thanks to deep neural
networks. A key element for these methods to work is to have
a large amount of annotated data.

We propose in this paper a method to make use of HD
maps for automatic annotation of images. In particular, we
show how the concept of pole base can be defined from road
features and how they can be detected from an object detection
point-of-view using state-of-the-art deep learning methods.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:



• definition of a pole base class from HD map pole-like
features

• projection, refinement and filtering of image annotations
by the use of a lidar sensor

• bounding box annotations for object-based detection
• experimental validation using both manually annotated

data from semantic segmentation datasets and from real
data and an HD map in the city of Compiègne, France

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, some
related works are presented in section II. In section III, we
introduce how HD map features can be projected onto images
for automatic annotations and why additional refinement and
filtering using a lidar are needed. To compare with manually
annotated data, we show in section IV how semantic segmen-
tation data can be used to achieve similar annotations. Next,
in section V, we introduce the use of a bounding-box based
object detector for pointwise detection. Finally, experimental
results are detailed in section VI, first using data from semantic
segmentation datasets and then from real unannotated data
along with an HD map acquired in the city of Compiègne.

II. RELATED WORKS

The use of pole-like features in localization context is
fairly common [2]–[4]. The most common sensors used in
intelligent vehicles context are cameras and lidars. For lidars,
geometric assumptions can be used in order to build pole-
like object detectors [5]–[7]. The lidar point intensity can
also be used to detect reflective traffic signs [8]. Contrary to
lidars, modern camera-based detectors mostly rely on machine
learning techniques especially through the use of deep neural
networks. Therefore, they heavily rely on available annotated
data. The detection of road features such as traffic signs or traf-
fic lights can be made using object detection methods requiring
bounding box annotations. Many generic object detectors are
trained from datasets such as the Microsoft COCO [9] or more
specialized one such as KITTI [10]. The detection of pole-
like features, however, such as street lights is often considered
from semantic segmentation point-of-view. This requires pixel-
level annotations which are very costly. Several large scale
semantic segmentation datasets are nevertheless available such
SemanticKITTI [11], Cityspaces [12] or BDD100K [13].

In order to be less reliant on manually annotated data, Dong
et al. [14] proposed to use range images constructed from a
lidar in order to detect pole-like features which then served as
pseudo-labels to train a deep neural network. Sun et al. [15]
used an HD map to generate image-level labels, e.g., number
of lanes in an image. Lee et al. [16] proposed a semi-automatic
traffic landmark annotation using 3D road features from an HD
map. Their goal was to provide initial annotations to accelerate
a human annotation process. In this paper, we aim at using
2D HD maps to automatically annotate pole-like features in
images while using an object detection approach.

III. HD MAP FEATURES PROJECTION AND FILTERING

Throughout this paper, the map features are considered to
be encoded as georeferenced two-dimensional points without

height information. In order to apply geometric transformation
to these point features, their geodetic coordinates, i.e., longi-
tude and latitude, are first converted into an East-North-Up
(ENU) coordinates frame with its origin being in the vicinity
of the driving sequences. Note that the “up” coordinate can be
ignored as the altitude is set arbitrarily. A map feature is there-
fore represented as a 2D point MP with coordinates

[
Mx,My

]⊤
expressed in the map frame denoted by the superscript M. The
map is therefore a set of n 2D points MM =

{
MPi

}
i=1,...,n

.

A. Projection of pole base onto image frames

In order to project the map features onto the image frame,
they are first expressed in the vehicle frame which is defined
as the body frame of the vehicle IMU placed above the center
of the rear axle. A map feature point VP in the vehicle frame
is related to MP as follows[

Vx
Vy

]
=

[
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ

] [
Mx− x
My − y

]
, (1)

where [x, y]⊤ is the coordinates vector of the vehicle and θ its
heading. Note that the accuracy of the coordinates of VP gets
more sensitive with respect to the heading estimate θ when the
map features MP gets further away from the vehicle position.

Because there is no height information available, it is not
possible to project the map features directly onto an image.
Instead, we decided to consider all the map features at ground
level. That is to say, regardless of the true height of the map
feature, we will only consider its projection onto the ground.
For pole-like features such as bollards or street lights, it will
correspond to their base, i.e., the contact point with the ground.
For traffic signs, most of them are actually fixed on top of poles
although these poles may not be mapped explicitly. Therefore,
all the map features will be considered as represented in the
image frame by their respective pole base point.

By assuming that the x-y plane of the vehicle frame is
parallel to the ground and at fixed known height h, a map
feature can be set at the ground level by setting

Vz := −h. (2)

These points can then be projected onto the camera image by
making use of the camera intrinsic calibration parameters as
well as its extrinsic ones with respect to the vehicle frame.

Fig. 2 illustrates the projection of some map features onto
an image. The map feature points are supposed to represent
the ground level projection of the map features. The green
point on the right side pictures is a well-projected map feature.
The red ones represent ill-projected map features due to the
parallel ground hypothesis being wrong. The black points
depict projected map features that are actually not visible from
the camera due to occlusions. The yellow points are distant
features that are both occluded but also wrongly projected as
they are all the more sensitive to the ground plane estimation.
Finally, the blue circle shows an example of an unmapped
feature. This shows that the projection of map features onto
an image is not straightforward and needs further filtering and
refinement.



Fig. 2: Naive projection of map features onto an image frame.
Only the green point on the right-hand side can be considered
as a correct annotation.

B. Lidar-based refinement and filtering

In order to deal with the issues pictured in Fig. 2, we
propose to use an additional lidar sensor to refine and filter
the map feature projection. The lidar is used for two purposes.
The first is to better estimate the ground surface on which to
project the map features and the second is to assess whether
or not a feature is visible in the image frame.

For this purpose, we make use of a Hesai Pandora sensor,
which provides a 3D lidar sensor placed on top of five cameras:
four grayscale wide-angle cameras to cover a 360◦ field-of-
view and an additional front color camera. This setup allows
to have almost the same field-of-view for both the lidar and
the cameras. That is to say that if a feature is occluded from
the camera perspective, it is also the case from the lidar one.

Although the two modalities share the same field-of-view,
the lidar sensor is limited in terms of range. In our case, we
consider a threshold of 150 meters above which we assume
that the lidar cannot be used. Therefore, a first step was to
remove the map features outside a radius of 150 meters around
the vehicle. Note that these features could nevertheless still be
visible in the image frame. This first filtering allows to remove
the yellow crosses pictured in Fig. 2.

Next, the 3D point cloud C =
{
pi = [xi, yi, zi]

⊤
}
i=1,...,m

from the lidar is used to have a better estimate of the ground
surface. In this work, we use the Patchwork++ ground seg-
mentation method proposed in [17]. This algorithm separates
all the lidar points into two groups, a ground points one G and
a non-ground one G. The group composed of ground points
is used to estimate the height of the map features. To do so,
the map feature point VP in the vehicle frame is transformed
into a point LP in the lidar frame using a similar equation as
in (1) with the extrinsic calibration parameters encoding the
relative position of the lidar w.r.t. the vehicle frame. Similarly
to the vehicle localization, the calibration quality of the lidar,
especially in terms of angle, has a higher impact of map
features far away from the vehicle. Once a map feature has
been projected in the lidar frame from a top down 2D space,
we use a nearest neighbor approach to select the closest lidar

Fig. 3: Projection of map features onto an image frame using
Patchwork++.

point, categorized as belonging to the ground, and use its z-
coordinate as a height estimate instead of the one from (2):

Lz := zk, with k = argmin
i, pi∈G

∥∥LP − pi
∥∥
2D

, (3)

where the ∥·∥2D operator is the Euclidean distance but using
only the x-y coordinates.

Fig. 3 shows the lidar point cloud projected onto the image.
The green dots correspond to point segmented as ground while
the others are in red. Using this new height estimation, the red
crosses on the left side in Fig. 2 are now correctly projected
at the ground level in Fig. 3.

The final step is to remove the map features that are
occluded by some obstacles. To do so, we first project all
the lidar points onto the image as well as the map features.
For each map feature, we estimate the average depth using the
lidar points that surround it in the image frame within a given
radius. This depth is then compared with the true distance
separating the map feature and the camera frame. The idea is
that if a map feature is occluded by the obstacle, such as the
bus in Fig. 3, then the estimated depth will be shorter than the
true distance. By setting a threshold on the distance difference,
the occluded features can be removed. The black crosses in
Fig. 3 are correctly classified as occluded and can be filtered.

These different steps enable to have a cleaner projection of
the map features. However, we can see in Fig. 3 that some
errors still remain. Because the ground segmentation can also
be erroneous some wrong projection can still occur. We can
also see the projection of the lidar onto the image is not
perfect despite using the calibration parameters provided by
the sensor manufacturer. And finally, the unmapped features
remain unannotated.

IV. POINT ANNOTATION FROM SEMANTIC SEGMENTATION

The automatic annotation presented in the previous section
is still imperfect due to various noises from localization,
calibration, map errors or imperfect ground estimation. In
order to assess the performance of a deep learning method
for the detection of pole base features, we also study the use
of manually labeled data.



(a) Point annotation (b) Semantic segmentation

Fig. 4: Point annotations from semantic segmentation.

To our knowledge, there exist no dataset with such annota-
tions. Fortunately, pole-like features can be found in datasets
dedicated to semantic segmentation. In this study, we consider
the BDD100K dataset [13]. In this dataset, we merge the three
categories “pole”, “traffic sign” and “traffic light” to represent
our map features. The annotations are provided at the pixel
level, while in our case, we wish to mimic the point-wise
annotations retrieved from an HD map. Therefore, for each
cluster of annotated map feature pixels, we need to compute
the position of the pole base.

Like in the previous section, the base of a pole may not be
visible due to occlusions. Thanks to the pixel-wise annotations,
we can define a pole base as the lower part of a map feature
cluster that lies on top of a ground pixels. The ground is
defined by merging the following classes: “road”, “sidewalk”
and “terrain”. In addition to filtering out occluded poles, we
also added a minimal width to the pixel clusters so as to filter
out far away features. Fig. 4 illustrates some results on the
BDD100K datasets. The crosses represent the pole bases lying
on the ground.

V. POLE BASE DETECTOR

In this study, we propose to formalize the detection of the
pole base as an object detection problem. Therefore, bounding
boxes are used to represent the pole base. At first glance,
using a box to encode a point may not be relevant, especially
for pole-like features that have thin appearances. In our case,
the boxes are not “bounding” an object as in classical object
detection approaches. Here, the boxes are used to encode the
context surrounding the pole base while the centers of the
boxes represent the points we aim at detecting. The size of the
boxes is a meta-parameter studied in the experimental process.
Using a bounding box formalism also allows to make use of
highly efficient object detectors such as YOLO. In this paper,
the YOLOv7 [18] algorithm is used.

To evaluate the performance of the detector, we consider two
types of metrics. First, the traditional object detection metrics
are used (mAP, precision and recall), in order to evaluate the
ability of the model to predict the right boxes. Note that we
will be using the notation mAP 0.5:0.95 throughout this article,
which refers to the mAP at different IoU thresholds, a metric
commonly used in object detection as less saturated. Then, to
have a finer evaluation of the point-wise accuracy of the box
centers, we compute the horizontal distance with respect to
the point annotations. This choice is motivated by the fact that
within a monocular-camera localization context, the horizontal

TABLE I: BDD100K dataset information

Number of images Number of poles

Training 7628 9357
Validation 372 909

coordinate of the detection points in the image frame can
be used for bearing-only localization. Therefore, the accuracy
along the horizontal axis becomes more important than along
the vertical one. Nevertheless, a Euclidean 2D distance could
also be used instead to compute the point-wise accuracy.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our experiments were divided into two parts. First, we
validated the YOLO-based pole base detector using data from
the BDD100K dataset. These two cases represented the ideal
context where the pole base features could be assumed to
be perfectly annotated manually. Then in a second step, we
used an HD map to automatically annotate images. This was
done using an experimental Renault ZOE car equipped with a
Pandora sensor and driving in the city of Compiègne, France.

A. BDD100K

Before trying to learn a pole base detector using our HD
map aided automatic annotations, that is known to be partially
imperfect, we first validated it using data from the BDD100K
dataset. The annotation procedure described in Sec. IV was
applied to all the images from each dataset. In addition, for the
validation set, the annotations were manually reviewed in order
to remove some remaining erroneous annotations generated
from the semantic segmentation ground truth. Table I gives the
number of training and validation examples for each dataset.

As stated in the previous section, we used an object de-
tection approach with bounding boxes. The pole base features
were encoded by a box centered on it and with fixed size. The
choice of the box width and height then arose. We decided
to experiment on BDD100K with squared boxes of various
sizes ranging from 60 to 400 pixels. Employing the official
implementation of YOLOv7 with default hyperparameters,
we set the IoU threshold to 0.5 during the non-maximum
suppression step for evaluation purposes. The model was
initialized with the weights from MS COCO. The training took
18h roughly on a single Tesla V100 32G GPU for 300 epochs.
Most of the training converged after 100 epochs.

The predictions are accompanied by a confidence score. The
lower this score, the less likely it is that an object is actually
present at the location predicted by the bounding box. We can
reject predictions with confidence score below a given value to
remove potential wrong detections and improve the precision
at the potential expense of recall.

We chose arbitrarily to apply a confidence threshold of
0.25 as it is unlikely that these low-confidence predictions
genuinely correspond to objects. Besides, in our specific
application context, maintaining a satisfactory precision is
crucial.



TABLE II: Detection metrics and MAE after 100 epochs
of training with different box sizes on the validation set of
BDD100K. Precision and recall obtained are given using the
confidence threshold 0.25.

Box size mAP
0.5:0.95

Precision Recall MAE (px)

60x60 42.5 71.8% 58.7% 2.28
80x80 44.8 74.2% 55.0% 2.87
100x100 54.7 67.6% 68.1% 3.18
150x150 57.6 76.5% 61.8% 4.23
200x200 58.2 76.7% 61.9% 5.29
250x250 58.5 66.1% 65.6% 7.90
300x300 55.6 71.9% 63.7% 9.73
350x350 55.2 67.7% 61.2% 12.5
400x400 60.4 73.2% 62.8% 15.8

The detection metrics obtained with this threshold for all
the models are detailed in Table II. When the boxes were
too small, typically less than 100 pixels, the model exhibited
poorer performance than other models, especially in terms of
mAP. The performance of the detector gets better and stable
starting from 100 px.

One plausible explanation for this could be that small
boxes do not contain enough local context. When gradually
increasing their size, the boxes aggregate more and more
information about the surroundings of the pole until these bits
of information become enough for the model to recognize
and discriminate the pole. In the context of BDD100K, the
option to increase box size emerges as a viable strategy to
enhance performance, particularly since poles exhibit sufficient
spacing, mitigating the risk of potential missdetections. When
the box size exceeds 100px, it appears to contribute to im-
proved precision and mAP at the expense of diminished recall.
However, the detection performance can vary a lot between
two box sizes.

We studied the localization accuracy of the coordinates
of the center of the boxes w.r.t. the pole base annotations.
As stated previously, we only focused on the horizontal
accuracy along the x-coordinate in the image frame. Using
all the true positive predicted bounding boxes, we computed
the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between the predicted x-
coordinate and the labeled one. As visible in Table II, enlarging
the box size introduces more uncertainty in the pole base
position. Significantly increasing box size can enhance overall
performance, as shown by the 400x400 model ranking as the
best in mean Average Precision (mAP). But, it is imperative to
note a substantial increase of MAE and this suggests a trade-
off.

In this study, we chose to focus on a detector with high pre-
cision in detection, prioritizing a low false positive rate, even
at the cost of accepting a reasonable reduction in recall and
localization accuracy. We consequently opted for the 200x200
model as it achieved the highest precision and ranked third in
terms of mAP 0.5:0.95. It is important to note that another
confidence threshold could have led to another decision.

Precision-Recall curves of all models are visible in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5: Precision-Recall curves obtained after 100 epochs
of training with different box sizes on the validation set of
BDD100K. The points corresponding to values obtained in
Table II using a confidence threshold of 0.25 are visible using
crosses.

It shows that the choice of the bounding box size depends
in reality deeply on the precision-recall trade-off we want to
apply. The curves confirm that 60x60 and 80x80 on BDD100K
seems insufficient to obtain sufficient recall when aiming a
high precision. A minimal size of 100x100 is better for any
trade-off and for a small increase of uncertainty. Besides due to
high MAE, 350x350 and 400x400 box sizes should be avoided,
leading to a potential choice between 100x100 and 300x300
depending on the chosen trade-off.

As pictured in the figure, the arbitrary threshold applied
previously corresponds to different precision-recall trade-offs
depending on the model used. That is why, in the best
scenario a precision or recall objective should be defined,
then a box size and the corresponding threshold should be
chosen to maximize the other metric while keeping in mind
the localization accuracy objective. The box size consequently
become a new hyperparameter to reach the best detection
performance.

B. City of Compiègne

1) Data collection: An experimental Renault ZOE vehicle
was equipped with the following sensors:

• NovAtel SPAN-CPT GNSS/IMU with post-processed
PPK computations for centimeter-level accuracy localiza-
tion (50 Hz).

• Hesai Pandora 40-layer LiDAR with a horizontal angular
resolution of 0.2◦ and integrating five synchronized cam-
eras (10 Hz) (a front color camera, and four wide-angle
mono cameras). For this work, only the color camera was
used.

The extrinsic calibration between the Pandora lidar and the
SPAN was obtained using a high-accuracy FARO Vantage
laser tracker. For intrinsic calibration of cameras and the lidar,
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Fig. 6: Experimental Renault ZOE vehicle equipped with a
NovAtel SPAN-CPT GNSS/IMU and a Hesai Pandora sensor.

TABLE III: Heudiasyc dataset information

Number of images Number of poles

Train 15724 6724
Validation 605 2148

factory settings were used. Fig. 6 shows the experimental
platform along with the different working frames.

The recorded sequence illustrated in Fig. 1 covered the
entire city of Compiègne, France, with diverse road contexts.
It lasted 40 minutes for a cumulative distance of 13.5 km. This
dataset was recorded within the context of the ERASMO [19]
European project. The HD map used in this experiment was
acquired in 2019. In the meantime, some new poles were
added and others were removed. Additionally to annotation
errors due to localization, calibration or projection, some other
errors were also due to erroneous HD map data.

2) Training sets: In the driving sequence illustrated in
Fig. 1, the blue part of the trajectory was driven in an area
where the environment was not mapped. Therefore, we used
this part of the sequence as the validation set and manually
annotated the images in order not to bias the evaluation
part. For this part, only one image per second was kept
and the images were further subsampled avoid having too
many similar examples. The rest of the sequence was used
as our training set and the HD map was used to automatically
annotate the images.

The sets obtained are described in Table III. It is important
to note that although the number of images seems larger
compared to BDD100K, there is a lack of variability as they
correspond to a unique driving sequence. Similarly, the 6724
annotated poles actually correspond to a subset of 1600 unique
poles in the HD map.

3) Map-aided annotation: To annotate our images using
our HD map and the lidar, we set the parameters of the filtering
described in Sec. III to the values detailed in Table IV.

Fig. 8 illustrates examples of map-aided annotated images
from our dataset in different situations. The first row corre-
sponds to a naive projection of the HD map features with a

TABLE IV: Map-aided annotation parameters

Maximum distance between a pole and the vehicle 150m
Image search radius for pole lidar-based filtering 20px
Depth difference for pole lidar-based filtering 5m

TABLE V: Detection metrics after 100 epochs of training on
the validation set of Compiègne using a 200x200 box size.
Precision and recall are given for a confidence threshold of
0.25.

Model mAP 0.5:0.95 Prec. Rec.

BDD100K 34.9% 85.6% 28.9%
Compiègne 31.6% 63.9% 50.1%

simple filtering of far away features. The second row adds
a lidar-based filtering to remove the occluded features. The
last row adds an additional ground segmentation to refine the
height estimation. In average, adding each of these additional
filtering improve the annotations but occasionally some noises
can also be introduced due to wrongly segmented ground
or bad depth estimation. In addition, the unmapped features
shown in Fig. 8e can not be dealt with our current approach.

Using these automatically annotated training data, we
trained a model in the same way as we did on the BDD100K
dataset. Table V shows the detection performances on the
Compiègne validation set comparing the model trained on
BDD100K to the one trained in Compiègne using a 200x200
box size and the same confidence threshold 0.25 used previ-
ously.

The precision-recall curves for BDD100K and Compiègne
models, utilizing 200x200 and 250x250 box sizes, are depicted
in Figure 7. As suggested by Table V, the BDD100K models
exhibit distinct performance on the Compiègne validation
set. For any precision objective above 0.25, the 250x250
model outperforms the other, illustrating the dependence of
the box size choice on the studied validation set. Even for
the Compiègne models, the 250x250 box size appears to be a
preferable choice across various precision-recall trade-offs.

Fig. 9 illustrates a detection example using both 250x250
models on a Compiègne validation image with a confidence
threshold set to 0.25.

We observe notable differences in the performance of the
BDD100K model compared to the results presented in the
previous section, characterized by high precision and poor
recall. The lower mAP attained by this model suggests a
distinct precision-recall curve compared to the previous ob-
servations. The optimal box size for this arbitrary confidence
threshold may vary from the one used on the BDD100K
validation set and even across different precision-recall trade-
offs. In contrast, the Compiègne model demonstrates satisfac-
tory performance at this arbitrary threshold, showcasing the
feasibility of training a pole base detector using automatic
annotations generated from a map. However, the relatively low
mAP indicates that performance may fluctuate when adjusting
the confidence threshold or IoU threshold.
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Fig. 7: Precision-Recall curves obtained after 100 epochs of
training with BDD100K and Compiègne models with 200x200
and 250x250 box sizes. The points corresponding to precision-
recall values obtained using a confidence threshold of 0.25 are
visible using crosses.

The main reason is likely to come from the imperfect
annotations despite the lidar-based refinement and filtering. A
second reason may come from the low variability of the train-
ing data which was extracted from a single driving sequence.
However, the automatic annotation framework introduced in
this work enables to easily add supplementary training data
from new driving sequences without additional cost in terms
of data labeling.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a framework to use an HD
map to automatically annotate images. The map features were
encoded as pole bases and projected onto images while a lidar
was used to filter occluded features and to better estimate
the ground surface. Although a pole base was annotated by
a single point, we demonstrated that it could be detected
using a traditional object detector using bounding boxes. This
approach was first validated from annotations generated from
semantic segmentation on the BDD100K. The method was
then tested using annotations generated from an HD map of
the city of Compiègne.

This preliminary work opens room to further improvements.
The lidar-based filtering and refinement could be improved
by tuning better the different parameters, but also with more
sophisticated geometric consideration. The training data could
be subsampled in a same way as the validation data to
avoid training on too similar images with potentially wrong
automated annotations leading to a loss of performance. The
automated annotations, which are still imperfect, can also
serve as an initial annotation either for a human operator or
as an input for a second stage refinement. The ability to have
a low-cost annotation pipeline could be exploited in many
contexts such as generating training data in different driving

weather or lighting conditions without having the need to label
the data from scratch. The HD map used in this work also
contained other features such as lane markings. This approach
could also be extended to annotate data to train a lane marking
detector. Finally, the use of the proposed pole base detector
will be studied within a localization context in future work.
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